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User Experience Designer


Seamlessly integrating technological
solutions into existing experiences. 



Journey Into UX
Growing up, I didn’t know how to balance my creative and techincal skills.
I was technically inclined with a sharp understanding of technology and
digital tools and how to use them. 


I started where I knew I could. I learnt PhotoShop as a tool - I could at
least pick up the technical knowledge. Then I did the same with
photography and that’s where I found my passion. 


By exploring Graphic Design and Photography along with my technical
accademic background in Computer Science I came accross usability and
UX. 


Each of my hobbies taught me some life-long skill that led me here: 


Photography



Graphic Design



Other Roles



Empathy

Composition 

Shaping with Light


Commuinication 

Form vs Function

Color Theory

Interpersonal Skills 

Leadership &

Team Management


Now, as an emerging UX professoinal, I am building on and sharpening
the skills that I started with. The new end goal is to balance my technical
and design skills to lead designers and developers in building a more
minimalist, human-first, technological future.

Mission
I believe in the power of human connection and real conversation. In the
generation of global digital social media, we’ve had the power to instantly
connect with loved ones and friends across the world. However, the
techonology in itself may be a distraction. As Sherry Trukle said it: “We
expect more from technology and less from each other”.  


My mission is therefore to ground media technology in empathy to
establish human connection and reclaim conversation. By understanding
the pure human experience and simplifying the tools to just that, they will
become an aide rather than the focus. 


Project:

Campus UNI-ty
Tasked by the University of Toronto Innovation Hub, my team set out
to improve the undergraduate student experience. 


Existing solutions focused primarily on discovering on-campus events
amongst undergraduate students collectively rather than facilitating
student-to-student connections.


The reasearch indicated that students fail to overcome the
awkwardness of initiating a connection. Our primary focus was
therefore on the students’ need to feel comfortable to reach out and
connect to other students who may also be in similar situations.


We designed an application that facilitates student connections in a
fast-paced high pressure university environment. 


Campus UNI-ty reduces the effort and awkwardness required to
initiate a casual social interaction. 


My Role:

During the research phase I co-led the quantitative analysis of the
primary research interviews and surveys conducted. I then led the
interactivity and visual aspects of the proposed solution. I also helped
keep the team on track by prioritizing open communication between
all members and maintaining shared resources and design library.

Skills:



Tools:



User Research


Figma/Adobe Photoshop


Statystical Analysis


Balsamiq


Ideation


Google Sheets/Excel

Prototyping

Testing

Campus UNI-ty Process:

Research
Did you know that


66%



of university students in Canada
struggle with 


loneliness


Our secondary research on the topic included scholarly and
news articles as well as UofT students’ narrated experiences
on online forums. Existing solutions helped us understand
the approach to the problem area. 



These findings allowed us to narrow down the gap in the
market space and align our following primary research to
gain a deeper understanding.


Our primary research consisted of target user surveys and
individual interviews. From over 35 undergraduate
students involved, we managed to highlight the specific
pain-points of UofT undergraduates. 


throughout the school year? *

* Source: Beaudette, T. (2016, September 9). Nearly 70% of university students battle loneliness
during school year, survey says | CBC News. Retrieved October 5, 2019, from
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/manitoba/university-loneliness-back-to-school-1.3753653

Campus UNI-ty Process:

Analysis
Based on the survey responses we conducted a statistical
analysis to identify any patterns in the data.



From the qualitative analysis of the interviews, we
highlighted common themes which we extrapolated into
an Empathy Map, Needs Statements, an As-is Scenario
and a Persona.



The As-is Scenario was used to identify the areas of
opportunity.

Campus UNI-ty Process:

Target User
Farhan The Froshie

"I want to meet new people
and develop connections in
Toronto."
Age: 19

Work: Uof T Student

Location: Toronto, ON

Character: INTJ



Farhan has grown up predominantly in the Middle
East and has always excelled in his academic life.



He wants to pursue a career in Physics. He has just
arrived in Canada for the first time to start his
undergrad at Uof T. He lives 30 minutes away from
campus and commutes every day by TTC. Farhan,
while apprehensive about being in a new country, is
excited to begin a new life and make friends. 



While there are many new people he meets everyday,
he is unable to make any real connections as he
always meets different people everyday in his classes
of more than two hundred students. 



Farhan just wants a way to meet people who have
similar interests as him. 





Goals

• To experience 'university life' in a new country

• To make new friends in a new city on campus

• To get good grades in class

• To become independent

• To build a social network


Frustrations

• Pressure to perform and compete in class as the
university is extremely academic-focused. 

• Unable to find events happening on campus

• Doesn't know where to go on campus

• Finds it very difficult to approach and talk to other
students

• Uof T Students are not very social 

• It's hard to find the same people in large lecture
halls

Farhan needs a way to overcome his initial hesitation of initiating a social
interaction and make it easier to break the ice when meeting other students.


Campus UNI-ty Process:

Ideation

Once we narrowed down the Needs Statements, we started
the ideation process by brainstorming Big Ideas collectively. 


On sticky notes we sketched our ideas - big and small. Once
all the ideas were clustered into themes and duplicates
merged, we voted on a two-dimensional criteria for Impact
and Feasibility. 


Our ideas ranged f rom the most absurd: "Create your
custom f riend in a lab" to the simplest: "Speed-dating type
social events".



In the end we settled on an app that facilitates social
connection by matching students based on interest and
program of study.



Before prototyping, we set three targets/hills based on the
requirements identified to help guide us through the
implementation process of this idea.

Campus UNI-ty Process:

Prototyping
Through each of the three phases
of prototyping we focused on
developing the Happy-Path which
the user would experience. 



With each iteration we tested with
representative users and collected
feedback on task clarity and
completion as well as flow. 


Each of the following iterations
was then polished based on the
data collected thus refining the
happy path.


The medium and high fidelity
prototypes were created using
Figma.

Campus UNI-ty Process:

OPPORTUNITIES

ACTIONS

EMOTIONS & THOUGHTS

STEPS

User Journey
onboarding

profile setup

“I’m excited to be going
to UofT but I don’t know
anyone there.”

“How do I know that this profile
will represent me accurately?”


Match

“It would be nice to find people
who will be in my classes.” 

Eager

connect

“Looks like other are in
the same situation.” 

Engaged • Excited

maintain

“I look forward to meeting
these people in class.” 

Calm • Balanced

“How do I connect with
people overseas?”


• Recieves UofT Acceptance letter

• Plans to Connect with students

• Finds Campus UNI-ty

• Logs-in with UofT ID/UT email



• Inputs profile details

• Follows sequence of prompts for
app to identify their interests



• Explores matched user profiles to
find their interests



• Chooses a user to chat with 

• Makes plans to meet during
orientation week

• Connecting other profiles



• Continues to engage in group
conversation

• Makes plans to meet during
orientation week

• Connecting other profiles



• Promote safety and security of
app 

• Highlight app features 

• The app should encourage users
to engage with other students


• The app should identify key
profile prompts to accurately
represent the user


• Provide a wide enough base of
profile suggestions yet limited
enough to avoid overwhelming
the user

• Reduce points of hesitation at
which users may change their
mind or not be encouraged to
engage with another student

• App should encourage users to
initiate a conversation  

• Chat prompts could be used in
the chat page to help users
identify talking points

• Promote in-app chat to maintain
user engagement

• Connect external social media
accounts on user profiles



Campus UNI-ty Process:

Iterative Testing
Medium Fidelity
Based on our usability tests from the lean evaluation and
research, we received feedback on the design and functionality
of our prototype.


We then added a new screen titled ‘Instructions’ which
explained how the user profile is evaluated using the following
prompts.


Next, we added a ‘back button’ on all screens as this navigational
component was highly requested across all the users from the
usability tests. Adding this button allows for better navigation
across the screens.



Campus UNI-ty Process:

Lessons Learned
Throughout this project I've had the opportunity to develop
and practice the fundamentals of User Experience Design
while working in a fast-paced team environment. 



The main challenge we faced in this project was to translate
user feedback into design choices. Moreover, given my limited
understanding of quantitative analysis, I underestimated the
difficulty of extracting meaningful statistics from the relatively
few survey responses we collected in the short time frame.  



I've learned:

• How to align my project based on user needs

• To adapt to changing stakeholder needs

• Balance my skills with team expectations




Next Steps

Given the brief time-frame of this course project, we had
limited time to test the medium fidelity prototype. Our next
steps would ideally be centered on refining the prototype and
its features with more user testing and feedback.

Other Work
Information Architecture
SickKids Webite Information Architecture



Volunteering to revamp the SickKids.ca website
Information Architecture to focus navigation
features on primary users.



Challenge:

SickKids is a large organization that hosts a
wide variety of services and functions. Therefore
the website has a lot of information spread over
more than a thousand pages.



Research:

We conducted card sort tests and interviewed
representatives of the organization and
prospect users to identify primary needs.



Design:

Based on that feedback we remodelled the
navigation menus and the content of the
landing page to focus on new users. Those who
are less likely to know what/where they are
looking for.



Testing:

We tested our proposed IA with card sorts and
wireframes. With these results and given more
time we would iteratively adjust the menu
including Primary and Secondary Navigation. 


For More Information About My Work Please Visit My Website: AELAMIR.com

Graphic Design
Throughout many of my volunteer and
communication roles I managed Brand Design
Guidleines and created a variety of Graphic
marketing media for both digital and print media.



Photography
My primary passion is travel photography. By
focusing on capturing expereinces I realized how
empathy is fundamental to human connection,

I have volunteered and freelanced to photograph
large scale UofT College events and weddings.
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